Teams + Collaboration

User voice to deliver a collaborative platform

Microsoft Teams with Sharepoint provides a single platform for
meetings, voice, collaboration, and file management. It will reduce
costs by avoiding per-minute audio conferencing provider costs and
PBX maintenance/PSTN costs. Businesses are migrating from Skype for
Business to Microsoft Teams in order to rapidly expedite collaboration
within an organization. Administrators will save time with one solution
that is easy to setup and provide to new users. Teams drastically boosts
employee and team productivity from any device, and on one platform.

What is Teams?
Teams solves the problem of fragmented communication solutions and the lack of
functionality across a multitude of devices. Most communications platforms are incredibly
complicated, expensive and unreliable. Teams Online provides a simple, secure, and flexible solution.

The Value

The Proof

The Outcomes

• Collaboration software to
empower teams

• One platform for meetings
• Reduce conferencing costs

• Boost productivity from
anywhere on one platform

• Modern voice and integrated
file management

• Save administrative time by
using one solution

• Reduce costs for
conferencing and voice

• Security, compliance, control,
and reliability

What the industry is saying

The Capax Difference

"Working together to make product and business decisions faster is
the key to success for Kraft Heinz. We see PSTN Conferencing and
Cloud PBX through Skype for Business as a great opportunity to help
employees connect quickly wherever they are.”
—Leandro Balbinot, North America CIO, Kraft Heinz

Microsoft Teams provides a rich
experience across mobile, desktop,
and meeting room platforms for team
collaboration. It satisfies various work
styles by transitioning seamlessly from
messaging to voice to file sharing.

Innovation starts with finding and cultivating big IDEAS. At Capax we know how to bring your IDEAS to life – literally. Our team can help
you inject some radically new tech-based capabilities into your business, no matter where you are starting from, here’s how it works:
Investigate, Design, Execute, Automate, and Support.
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